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DigiTech XDD DigiDelay Delay Pedal

DigiTech XDD DigiDelay 4 Second Delay Pedal

The DigiDelay pedal gives you loads of delay time, with up to 4 seconds of
delay available. This is more than is found in many studio-quality, rack-
mounted delay processors. And that’s just the beginning! The DigiDelay also
lets you select various delay types such as stereo ping pong and tape delay,
and other phat delay sounds, plus tap tempo so you can set the delay time
exactly to the beat (just hold, then tap the footswitch with your foot).
Controls feature Level, Repeat, Time, and Range. Outputs include Left/Mono
and Right.

Up to 4 seconds of delay

7 different delay types plus Tap Tempo

Stereo and switchable CIT™ Cabinet Modeling outputs

https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/effects/pedal-effects/digitech-xdd-digidelay-delay-pedal/


Specifications

Power Supply 9V Alkaline Dry Battery
Power Consumption 4.8Watts (w/optional PS200R power supply)
Battery Life Approximately 4 hours (with continuous usage)
Dimensions 4 15/16″(L) x 3 1/8″(W) x 2 1/8″(H)
Unit Weight 1.38 lbs.

DigiTech XDD DigiDelay Delay Pedal Manual

Price: $144.95 $109.00

SKU: 4379

Categories: Effects, Pedal Effects

Product Short Description :

DISCONTINUED

Please see the new Fender Mirror Image Delay Pedal

DigiDelay 4 Second Delay Pedal

With up to 4 seconds of delay, which is more than most studio processors,
your creativeness will have no limits! The DigiDelay pedal gives you 7
different types of delay to choose from which include tape, modulated,
reverse, and a looper that will allow for an infinite amount of 4 second
layers.

Don’t settle for sub-par craftsmanship or limited options in a pedal. Go for
quality and go with DigiTech. This rugged metal chassis will stand the test
of time and offers further options like dual mono and stereo outputs as well
as switchable cabinet modeling.

Customer Service Is Our Top Priority!
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